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Luke Stettner’s first solo show in New York, Eyes That Are Like Two Suns , is a meditation
on impressions of different forms of memory. The exhibition portrays chance and memory
to be calculable phenomena.
Using ordinary materials such as foam, wood, dust, and paper, Stettner makes a series of
works that are discreet, carefully avoiding all notes of sentimentality and engaging a
formal simplicity paired with intimately charged content. His piece An Immutable Law That
No One Can Count On physically demonstrates the thirty-six permutations of two dice. The
simplicity of the pairings of hand carved wooden dice contrasts with the idea of dice as
icons of chance.
In Three Identical Cubes , a pair of lithe hands work at a measured pace across three video
screens to construct equivalent origami cubes using separate folding strategies. The
ability to arrive at the same exact result using three different paths parallels the artist's
all-consuming and constant reinterpretation of events within his own personal history.
Stettner also reduces an object to its most bare, particle level, destroying its structural
integrity in the process. In The Grey Ash Soft Stettner ground down his father’s marble
funerary urn to dust, turning the container itself into a form of bodily remains.
Born in New Jersey in 1979, Luke Stettner currently lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. He
received his BFA in photography from the University of Arizona and his MFA from the
School of Visual Arts in New York. Stettner’s work was included in a two-person
exhibition at Kate Werble Gallery in 2009. In September 2010, Stettner had his first solo
show, “The Fold,” at Stene Projects in Stockholm, Sweden. His work was also featured in
2010 in Present/Future, Artissima in Turin, Italy.

Luke Stettner: Eyes That Are Like Two Suns is on view from September 10 - October 15.
Gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday from 11 AM until 6 PM. For more information
and additional images, please call (212) 352-9700, or email info@katewerblegallery.com.

